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Young athletes are always on the run. School, family, and sports eat up considerable time. For parents
and instructors, it can be a challenge to ensure kids are feeding on healthfully enough to execute at their
best on and off the field. Fueling Young Athletes provides the help you need. In this useful guide, Heather
Mangieri—a sport dietitian and mother of three active kids—breaks down the nutrition needs of young sports
athletes and explains what the most recent research suggests.ll look for a collection of easy recipes for
smoothies and sport beverages, all with common substances and nutrition info. Weight management,
supplementation, fueling, hydration— Best of all, you’ll learn how healthier meals and snacks can equate to
improved performance while still getting convenient and appetizing. Fueling Young Athletes addresses
the problems that families and sports athletes most often face, such as late-night practices, inconvenient
school lunchtimes, demanding tournament schedules and travel leagues, and insomnia. You’ You’ll
analyze current diet plan and preferences and how and where these can be improved.s the main one guide
you shouldn't be without.s all right here. Fueling Young Sportsmen is practical and realistic. If you are a
parent or coach, it’it’
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Must go through for today's family members!and in our house we have started eating an early Dinner
right after school and before evening practices "Heather style" to ensure the kids are receiving the right
mix of nutrients and not filling up on snacks. This book had my interest before I even purchased it.. Best
benefit is, with just a little "nutrition training" of your own, your kids and athletes will totally be on
board! This book provides great and practical advice for parents of children that are active in sports. This
publication is for the every day family, keeping health insurance and nutrition simple. The perfect "sports
nutrition 101" for parents and coaches of young athletes! How lucky are we to be able to have such tools
at our finger ideas!The authors passion for nutrition and health is shown so strongly in her publication.I
love that she shows steps to make well balanced smoothies ( and other recipes) with just a few
ingredients- nothing fancy. Practical and easy for those of us which have children that are always on the
go. I recommend this for anyone that really wants to eat healthful without spending hours in your
kitchen.. Great, great details! I have already suggested this reserve to my hockey mother friend and hope
they enjoy it and discover it helpful just as much as I do. Whether a athlete really wants to gain muscle,
stay lean for performance, or just maintain a healthy body pounds, Fueling Young Athletes is the right
practical nutrition guide. There is no shortage of resources for adult eating and nutrition, but I've had a
hard time finding credible resources to make sure I am feeding my kids best. Heather Mangieri, MS, RDN,
CSSD, LDN is a highly accomplished, award-winning Authorized Dietitian who knows how to translate
the science of sports nutrition into language and practical strategies that parents and instructors will
understand. Her writing style allows the reader to feel like she's right there, strolling you through the
process of making your plan of action.It really is obvious from page 1 that Ms Mangieri is passionate
about nourishment! It's so helpful how she clarifies WHY she makes specific suggestions - you can inform
she actually did her research to make this book both informative and leading edge! Mangieri has a BSc in
Nutrition Research, MSc in Wellness and Individual Functionality, and is a panel certified sports activities
dietitian. She is who owns Nutrition CheckUp, her private practice located in Pittsburgh, where she
specializes in sports activities nutrition, weight reduction, and disordered consuming, and has experience
dealing with a number of young athletes. Five stars! Finally!!! Guidance for active moms who just wish to
accomplish the proper thing! She uses several real-life case research in each chapter to create these
concepts completely relatable (the vegan athlete case study was so interesting! Neither of my daughters is
an intense athlete, but I do think the details does apply to them around tennis practice or an average day
of operating, biking, swimming, etc. There are so many conveniently packaged junk food snacks that are
marketed to kids, and I battle to figure out the right alternatives. And do not get me began about your day
I had lunch with my child at her elementary college and she had bought buttered noodles and a bagel for
lunch time! I am not at all a nutrition professional, yet I discover the info to be presented within an
engaging method that was super relatable and easy to comprehend. I just want to be sure my kids are
eating properly and learning healthy, constructive eating habits while they are youthful, and I recommend
this book for anybody with those same goals. Important reading for coaches and sports parents!.As a busy
Mom of young athletes and a Dietitian, I understand simply how important the right fuel and adequate
hydration is with their success on the playing fields. From Chapter 2 in the reserve " Adequate day-to-day
diet is what supports healthful growth and development, boosts the immune system, and functions to heal
sports accidents." A sold foundation IS the number one priority.Heather's book is loaded with the
necessity to know info on consuming and hydrating for ideal sports overall performance and it's really
written in a readable format. Her years of experience working with athletes shines through in good
examples and case studies throughout the book.I especially loved the chapter in breaking down barriers to
healthy feeding on... I have no idea any family that isn't running and trying to stay healthy
simultaneously! We are able to then have a well balanced " recovery" food after when many people are
hungry.Hope you all appreciate it just as much as we do..again.Love the simple recipes aswell! Fueling



Young Athletes is a fantastic resource! GREAT Source!. Five stars. She actually is a national mass media
spokesperson for the Academy of Nourishment and Dietetics, and the nourishment consultant for the
Carnegie Mellon University Athletic Department and Student Health Providers. In her first publication,
Heather impressively fingernails the art of fabricating a feeling of "you can do this" attitude throughout
her composing, as she walks her visitors through steps to make a individualized program. I ordered this
book specifically for more information about them. Would recommend. Great read, Heather!. Great
Source! Must read! Most of the kids on my son's soccer team use dietary supplements and my boy really
wants to take them too. Heather is practical in her strategy and incredibly knowledgeable on nutrition for
the adolescent athlete. It offers an entire chapter on the topic and answered most of my questions. It also
gives great suggestions on how to speak to young sports athletes about supplements and how to locate
reliable information on specific brands. All of those other book is packed full of info that I didn't even
realize I should know! . Happy with this purchase! This book provides great and practical advice for
parents of children that are ... Heather’s like for her work with young sportsmen and their families could
be experienced from the initial page of the book! It is also an excellent resource for professionals aswell. I
love that she really explains how various levels of growth have an effect on the nutrition requirements of
young athletes. I have a teenage grandson taking part in football and I came across it helpful in improving
his eating habits This book improved his diet plan giving him more energy and stamina Really great book,
was recommended to me simply by a Registered .. My daughter is very energetic in the summer time and
we find it difficult to eat healthy before, after and during swimming. Really great book, was
recommended if you ask me by a Registered Dietitian. Had really useful details! Easy to implement
practical resources. Covers all essential topics like understanding health supplements, eating on the run,
how to eat before, during, and after competitions, it addresses disorders, calories, metabolism, and give
practical dishes. Definitely would recommend this go through to parents and also adolescent athletes who
wish to obtain the most out of their food to improve and perform at the perfect level. I didn’t realize just
how many books there are for teens . I highly recommend this book for coaches and sports parents!. I
didn’t realize just how many books there are for teens out there. My 6.2 160 pound 14 calendar year old
took to the one and wrote out his meal plans and I’m viewing a notable difference in his meals choices.
Highly recommend to all... Heather Mangieri has done an exceptional job of composing this very
clear/concise translation of complex science into easy to comprehend concepts. Some of the articles was
great - other info Some of the content material was great - other info, such as for example recommending
and ranking sports drinks with added sugars, seem off the mark.). You will find loads of practical tips
sprinkled thru-out every chapter, and numerous easy-peasy quality recipes at the end of the publication -
Yum!I recommend this book to any busy family members or coach who is eager to understand how good
nutrition might help their young athlete perform better and live a wholesome life! proper nourishment for
sport's efficiency in conditions that are easy to understand and apply Heather Mangieri does a
phenomenal work of conveying the science behind proper nutrition for sport's performance in conditions
that are easy to comprehend and apply, regardless of how familiar the reader has been the topic. Highly
Recommend Great all-inclusive source for anyone that works with young athletes. Many thanks Whether
a athlete desires to gain muscle, stay . BCAAs Branch-Chain Amino Acids Great book for parents,
coaches, professionals and anyone interested in sports nutrition. It provides the credible, evidence-based
nourishment information that sports parents, coaches, and athletes need to get rid of common myths and
misconceptions when it comes to nutrition for sports functionality.
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